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Abstrat. Reation systems are a formal model for proesses inspired
by the funtioning of the living ell. The underlying idea of this model
is that the funtioning of the living ell is determined by the intera-
tions of biohemial reations, and these interations are based on the
mehanisms of failitation and inhibition. In this paper we rst review the
main notions of the basi model of reation systems whih is a qualitative
model. Then we disuss various ways of taking into aount quantitative
properties.
Keywords: reation system, generalised reation system, living ell, nat-
ural omputing, geneti regulatory network, transition system, measure-
ment funtion, approximation, simulation.
1 Introdution
Natural omputing is onerned with human-designed omputing inspired by
nature and with omputing taking plae in nature (see, e.g., [1℄ and [2℄). The
former strand investigates models and omputational tehniques inspired by na-
ture, while the latter investigates, in terms of information proessing, phenomena
taking plae in nature. The former strand inludes researh areas suh as evolu-
tionary omputation, neural omputation, quantum omputation, and moleular
omputation. The latter strand inludes investigations into the omputational
nature of self-assembly, the omputational nature of developmental proesses,
the omputational nature of brain proesses, the system biology approah to
bionetworks, and the omputational nature of biohemial reations. Clearly,
the two researh strands are not disjoint.
Biomoleular omputation is a topi of intense researh in natural omputing.
Within the former strand this researh fouses on onstruting, either in vitro
or in vivo, various building bloks of omputing devies (suh as swithes, gates
2and biosensors). Within the latter strand this researh is more onerned with
establishing how bioomputations drive natural proesses  the essene of this
researh is niely aptured by the following statement by Rihard Dawkins, a
world leading expert in evolutionary biology (see [3℄): `If you want to understand
life, don't think about vibrant throbbing gels and oozes, think about information
tehnology'.
This paper falls into this seond strand of researh. It disusses reation sys-
tems whih is a formal model for the investigation of the funtioning of the living
ell. The funtioning is viewed in terms of formal proesses resulting from inter-
ations between biohemial reations taking plae in the living ell. Moreover,
we assume that these interations are driven by two mehanisms, failitation and
inhibition: the (produts of the) reations may failitate or inhibit eah other.
The basi model of reation systems abstrats from various (tehnial) features
of biohemial reations to suh extent that it beomes a qualitative rather than
quantitative model. However, it takes into aount the basi bioenergetis (ow
of energy) of the living ell, and it also takes into aount that the living ell is
an open system and its behaviour is inuened by its environment. The broader
framework of reation systems is formed by the entral model of reation sys-
tems and its various extensions. The main fous of researh is on understanding
proesses that take plae in these models.
The paper an be seen as onsisting of two parts. The rst part (Setions 2,
3 and 4) reviews the main notions (together with underlying motivation) of
reation systems. As already mentioned, the basi model of reation systems is
qualitative. However, there are various situations in biology/biohemistry where
one needs to onsider quantities assigned to the states of a biohemial system.
To aount for this, the broad framework of reation systems inludes the notion
of reation systems with measurements  they are realled in Setion 6. Then,
Setions 7, 8 and 9 disuss various ways of dealing with quantitative parameters
in reation systems. These setions present new material (the theorem presented
in Setion 6 is also new). The disussion in Setion 10 onludes this paper.
2 Reations
The formal notion of a reation (introdued in [4℄) formalises the basi intuition
of a biohemial reation  it will take plae if all its reatants are present
and none of its inhibitor is present; when a reation takes plae it reates its
produts.
Denition 1. A reation is a triplet b = (R, I, P ) suh that R, I, P are nite
nonempty sets with R ∩ I = ∅.
The sets R, I, P are alled the reatant set of b, the inhibitor set of b, and
the produt set of b, respetively  they are also denoted as Rb, Ib and Pb,
respetively. If R, I, P ⊆ Z for a nite set Z, then we say that b is a reation in
Z. We use rac(Z) to denote the set of all reations in Z  note that rac(Z) is
nite.
3To dene the eet of a set of reations on a urrent state of the living ell
we rst dene the eet of a single reation.
Denition 2. Let Z be a nite set and let T ⊆ Z. Let b ∈ rac(Z). Then b is
enabled by T , denoted by enb(T ), if Rb ⊆ T and Ib ∩ T = ∅. The result of b on
T , denoted by resb(T ), is dened by resb(T ) = Pb if enb(T ), and resb(T ) = ∅
otherwise.
Here a nite set T formalises a state of the ell, i.e., the set of biohemial
entities urrently present in the ell. Then b is enabled by T if T separates Rb
from Ib meaning that all reatants from Rb are present in T and none of the
inhibitors from Ib is present in T . When b is enabled by T it ontributes its
produt Pb to the suessor state; otherwise it does not ontribute anything to
the suessor state.
The eet of a set of reations on a urrent state of the ell is umulative,
whih is formally dened as follows.
Denition 3. Let Z be a nite set, let T ⊆ Z and let B ⊆ rac(Z). The result
of B on T , denoted by resB(T ), is dened by resB(T ) =
⋃
{resb(T ) : b ∈ B}.
Note that if the transition from a urrent state to its suessor is determined
only by the reations (i.e., there is no inuene of the environment), then the
suessor state onsists only of entities produed by the reations enabled in
the urrent state. This implies that in the transition from a urrent state to
its suessor state an entity from T vanishes unless it is sustained/produed
by a reation. This is the non-permaneny property and it reets the basi
bioenergetis of the living ell: without the ow/supply of energy the living ell
disintegrates, but the use/absorption of energy by the living ell is realised through
biohemial reations (see, e.g., [5℄).
Although this basi denition implies `instant non-permaneny' (an entity
vanishes within one state transition unless it is produed by a reation), we also
onsider a nite duration of entities (orresponding to their presene in several
onseutive states) whih takes into aount the deay time (see, e.g., [6℄).
There is another notable aspet of Denition 3. If a, b are two reations from
B enabled by T , then both of them will take plae even if Ra ∩Rb 6= ∅. Hene
we do not have here the notion of onit between reations even if they need to
share reatants. This is the property of the threshold nature of resoures: either
an entity is available and then there is enough of it, or it is not available. This
property reets the level of abstration we have adopted for the formulation of
our basi model: we do not ount onentrations of entities/moleules to infer
from these whih reations an/will be applied. We operate on a higher level
of abstration: we assume that the ell is running/funtioning and we want to
understand the ongoing proesses.
This level of abstration an be ompared with the level of abstration of the
standard models of omputation in omputer siene, suh as Turing mahines
and nite automata. These standard models turned out to be very suessful
in understanding omputational proesses running on eletroni omputers, and
4yet nothing in these models takes into aount the eletroni/quantitative prop-
erties of the underlying hardware. It is simply assumed that the underlying ele-
tronis/hardware funtions `well' and then the goal is to understand proesses
running on (implemented by) this hardware. Similarly, we want to understand
the proesses arried out in the funtioning living ell. At this stage we are not
interested in the underlying `hardware properties' of the living ell, but rather
in the resulting proesses.
Thus: our basi model is qualitative rather than quantitative  in partiular,
there is no ounting here.
3 Reation Systems
Now that the formal notion of a reation and its eet on states have been
established, we an proeed to dene reation systems (introdued in [4℄), our
abstrat model of the funtioning of the living ell.
Denition 4. A reation system, abbreviated rs, is an ordered pair A = (S,A),
where S is a nite nonempty set and A is a nite subset of rac(S).
The set S is alled the bakground set of A, and its elements are alled the
entities of A  they represent moleular entities (e.g., atoms, ions, moleules)
that may be present in the states of the biohemial system (e.g., the living ell).
The set A is alled the set of reations of A; learly A is nite (as S is nite).
The subsets of S are alled the states of A. Given a state T ⊆ S, the result
of A on T , denoted by resA(T ), is dened by resA(T ) = resA(T ).
Thus a reation system is essentially a set of reations. We also speify the
bakground set whih onsists of entities needed for dening the reations and for
reasoning about the system (see the denition of an interative proess below).
There are no `strutures' involved in reation systems (suh as, e.g., the tape of
a Turing mahine). Finally, note that this is a stritly nite model  its size is
restrited by the size of the bakground set.
We note here that the non-permaneny property is a major dierene between
reation systems and the models onsidered in theory of omputation (see, e.g.,
[7℄ and [8℄). Also, the threshold nature of resoures (no onit) property is
a major dierene with strutural models of onurreny, suh as, e.g., Petri
nets [9℄.
The model of reation systems formalises the `stati struture' of the living
ell as the set of all reations of the ell (together with the set of underlying enti-
ties). What we are really interested in are proesses instigated by the funtioning
of the living ell. They are formalised as follows.
Denition 5. Let A = (S,A) be an rs. An interative proess in A is a pair
π = (γ, δ) of nite sequenes suh that, for some n ≥ 1, γ = C0, . . . , Cn and δ =
D0, . . . , Dn, where C0, . . . , Cn, D0, . . . , Dn ⊆ S, D0 = ∅, and Di = resA(Di−1 ∪
Ci−1), for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
5The sequene γ is the ontext sequene of π, the sequene δ is the result
sequene of π, and the sequene τ = W0, . . . ,Wn, where, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
Wi = Ci ∪ Di, is the state sequene of π, with W0 = C0 alled the initial
state. Thus the dynami proess formalised by an interative proess π begins
in the initial state W0. The reations of A enabled by W0 produe then the
result set D1, whih together with the ontext set C1 forms the suessor state
W1 = resA(W0) ∪ C1. This formation of the suessor state is iterated, Wi =
resA(Wi−1) ∪ Ci, resulting in the state sequene τ =W0, . . . ,Wn.
An interative proess may be visualised by a three-row representation, where
the rst row represents the ontext sets and is labelled by `C', the seond row
represents result sets and is labelled by `D', and the third row represents states
and is labelled by `W '. Thus suh a representation looks as follows:
C :
D :
W :
C0
∅
C0
C1
D1
W1
. . .
. . .
. . .
Cn−1
Dn−1
Wn−1
Cn
Dn
Wn
Note that an interative proess π is determined by its ontext sequene γ
(through the result funtion resA). The ontext sequene formalises the fat
that the living ell is an open system in the sense that it is inuened by its
environment (the `rest' of a bigger system).
If, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Ci ⊆ Di, then we say that π is ontext-independent :
whatever Ci adds to the state Wi has already been produed by the system (in-
luded in the result Di) or perhaps Ci adds nothing. If π is ontext-independent,
then (in its analysis) we may as well assume that Ci adds nothing, i.e., for eah
1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ci = ∅. Clearly, if π is ontext-independent, then the initial state
W0 = C0 determines π by the repeated appliation of resA.
4 Examples
In this setion we provide two examples of use of reation systems. The rst
one omes from biology  we demonstrate how to model/implement a simple
generi geneti regulatory network. The seond omes from theory of omputa-
tion  we demonstrate how to model/implement nite transition systems (nite
automata).
Example 1. We will onsider geneti regulatory networks (see, e.g., [10℄) whih
are among the most essential ingredients of the living ell. Sine we give a for-
mal/abstrat model for a very omplex omponent of the living ell, we provide
rst an extremely simplied (but suient for our purpose) desription of gene
expression  it is this simplied/abstrat version that we will model.
Hene, for the purpose of this example, a gene g is a segment of a DNA
moleule, and it onsists of the promoter eld followed by the oding region.
The promoter plays the role of a `landing site' for RNA polymerase. If this site
is not `oupied', then RNA polymerase an land there and then move/slide
through the oding region produing its transript in the form of a moleule
6gene y gene z
gene x
Y Z
X
Q
U
X U
Fig. 1. A geneti regulatory network.
alled messenger RNA. This messenger RNA will leave the nuleus (where DNA
resides), and it will then be proessed outside the nuleus, eventually yielding
the protein speied by the oding region of g.
If the ell wants to interrupt the prodution of this protein, then it `sends'
an inhibitor moleule whih lands on the promoter eld. Consequently, RNA
polymerase annot land there and thus the transription phase of the expres-
sion proess annot begin, and the protein speied by g annot be produed
anymore.
With this in mind, onsider the simple generi regulatory network given in
an informal graphial form in Figure 1. The network onsists of three genes x, y,
z expressing proteins X , Y , Z, respetively. Moreover protein X interats with
protein U (if it is present in a given state of the network) to form a protein
omplex Q. There are a lot of interations going on in the network: protein X
inhibits (as explained above) the expression of gene z, the presene of either of
the proteins Y or Z inhibits the expression of gene x, and the protein omplex
Q inhibits the expression of gene y.
To implement this network by a reation system we will need four sets of
reations: Ax, Ay, Az implementing the expression of genes x, y, z, respetively,
and AQ implementing the formation of Q:
Ax =
{
({x}, Ix, {x}), ({x}, {Y, Z}, {x
′}), ({x, x′}, Iex, {X})
}
Ay =
{
({y}, Iy, {y}), ({y}, {Q}, {y
′}), ({y, y′}, Iey, {Y })
}
Az =
{
({z}, Iz, {z}), ({z}, {X}, {z
′}), ({z, z′}, Iez , {Z})
}
AQ =
{
({U,X}, IQ, {Q})
}
The set of reations Ax implements/formalises the funtioning of gene x as
follows:
 ({x}, Ix, {x}) ensures that if x is available/funtional in the urrent state,
then it is also available in the suessor state unless `something bad' happens
7to x as expressed by Ix (we did not speify Ix as it is irrelevant for our
onsiderations here, but `something bad' may be e.g., a high level of radiation
 disrete levels of radiation are easily speiable by Ix).
 ({x}, {Y, Z}, {x′}) formalises the role of the promoter: if x is available/fun-
tional in the urrent state and proteins Y , Z are not present in this state,
then RNA polymerase x′ will land on the promoter of x.
 ({x, x′}, Iex, {X}) formalises the role of the oding region: if x is avail-
able/funtional and x′ sits on the promoter in the urrent state, then, unless
inhibited by Iex, X will be expressed and hene present in the suessor
state.
We note here that this reation formalises the expression of X in a very
`ompat way'. However, if needed, it ould be expanded to a set of reations
whih formalise various details of this proess.
An analogous explanation/intuition holds for the reations in Ay and Az . The
reation ({U,X}, IQ, {Q}) ensures that if U and X are present in the urrent
state, then Q will be present in the suessor state.
Now, if we ombine all these reations for G forming AG = Ax∪Ay∪Az∪AQ,
then the rs AG = (SG, AG), with SG onsisting of all the entities ourring in re-
ations from AG, implements/formalises the struture of G. The reasoning about
the funtioning of G is formalized through the reasoning about the proesses of
AG.
It is important to notie that in fat AG is the `union' of the reation systems
Ax = (Sx, Ax), Ay = (Sy, Ay), Az = (Sz , Az), and AQ = (SQ, AQ), where Sx,
Sy, Sz, and SQ are all the entities ourring in reations from Ax, Ay, Az, and
AQ, respetively. The operation of union on reation systems is easily dened
(as sets are our basi data struture): for reation systems B1 = (S1, B1) and
B2 = (S2, B2), their union is the rs (S1 ∪ S2, B1 ∪B2).
As a matter of fat, the union of reation systems is the basi mehanism
for omposing reation systems. It expresses our assumption about bottom-up
ombination of loal desriptions into a global piture. This ombination hap-
pens `automatially': the sheer fat that all `ingredients' are present in the same
biohemial medium (moleular soup) makes interations possible. There is no
need for providing additional interfaes here. This is a fundamental dierene
with models of omputation in omputer siene; see, e.g., [7℄ and [8℄.
Example 2. This example relates reation systems to the lassial model of om-
putation, viz., nite transition systems (whih beome nite automata one the
initial and terminal states are hosen)  see, e.g., [7, 8℄. In partiular, we will
demonstrate how transition system behaviour an be implemented by reation
systems.
We briey reall that a deterministi transition system is a triplet F =
(Q,Σ, δ), where Q is a nonempty nite set of states, Σ is a nite set of haraters
(the input alphabet) and δ : Q × Σ → Q is a transition funtion. Then, the
behaviour of F is given by nite transition sequenes of the form q0
x1→ q1
x2→
q2
x3→ · · ·
xn→ qn, for some n ≥ 0, suh that δ(qi, xi+1) = qi+1, for eah i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , n− 1}.
8For the explanation of the implementation of F by a reation system it is
onvenient to assume that Q ∩Σ = ∅ and |Q ∪Σ| > 2.
The aim of the implementation is to onstrut a reation system AF =
(SF , AF ) suh that q0
x1→ q1
x2→ q2
x3→ · · ·
xn→ qn is a behaviour of F if and only if
C :
D :
W :
x1
q0
q0, x1
x2
q1
q1, x2
x3
q2
q2, x3
...
xn
qn−1
qn−1, xn
∅
qn
is an interative proess of the reation system AF , i.e., resAF ({qi, xi+1}) = qi+1,
for eah i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. Note that here D0 = {q0}, while the formal deni-
tion of an interative proess requires D0 = ∅. This is done to ease explanations;
to get D0 = ∅ one an set C0 = {q0, x1} and D0 = ∅.
Let, for all states p, q ∈ Q and haraters x ∈ Σ, ap,q,x be the reation
dened by ({p, x}, SF \ {p, x}, {q}). Then AF = (SF , AF ), where SF = Q ∪ Σ
and AF = {ap,x,q : δ(p, x) = q}. Sine we require that Ia 6= ∅, for eah reation
a in a reation system, we assumed that |Q ∪ Σ| > 2 (so SF \ {p, x} 6= ∅ as
required).
The following is a deterministi transition system F (given by the graph of
δ) and the list of the reations of AF (note that SF = {q0, q1, q2, x, y}):
q0 q1 q2x y
y x
y x
AF =


({q0, x}, {q1, q2, y}, {q0}) ({q0, y}, {q1, q2, x}, {q1})
({q1, x}, {q0, q2, y}, {q2}) ({q1, y}, {q0, q2, x}, {q0})
({q2, x}, {q0, q1, y}, {q1}) ({q2, y}, {q0, q1, x}, {q2})


Then, e.g., the transition sequene q1
x
→ q2
y
→ q2
y
→ q2
x
→ q1
y
→ q0 in F
orresponds to the following interative proess in AF :
C :
D :
W :
x
q1
q1, x
y
q2
q2, y
y
q2
q2, y
x
q2
q2, x
y
q1
q1, y
q0
The implementation of non-deterministi nite transition systems provides
an instrutive insight into the role of ontext in interative proesses  it is
done as follows. Assume that in our example transition system F the tran-
sition from q0 on y is non-deterministi: δ(q0, y) = {q0, q1}. We mark these
two transitions by symbols `1' and `2', and aordingly have two reations:
({q0, y, 1}, {q1, q2, x, 2}, {q0}) and ({q0, y, 2}, {q1, q2, x, 1}, {q1}). Then the imple-
menting reation system will follow the transition from q0 by y to q0 if the ontext
of the urrent state ontains the symbol 1, and it will follow the transition from
q0 by y to q1 if the ontext ontains the symbol 2.
Thus, e.g., the transition sequene
q0
x
→ q0
y
→ q0
y
→ q1
x
→ q2
9in this modied F will orrespond in the aordingly modied AF to the follow-
ing interative proess:
C :
D :
W :
x
q0
q0, x
y, 1
q0
q2, y, 1
y, 2
q0
q0, y, 2
x
q1
q1, x
q2
Context in interative proesses an be also used to implement stohastiity.
5 Reation Systems with Measurements
As it was already mentioned, the model of reation systems is qualitative, e.g.,
it does not inlude ounting. However, there are many situations in biology
where one needs to assign quantitative parameters to states. To aount for this,
reation systems are extended to reation systems with measurements, where
numerial values are assigned to the states of a reation system.
Our main assumption here is that a numerial value an be assigned to a
state T of a reation system if there is a measurement of T yielding this value
(whih is a real number). Sine states of a reation system are subsets of its
bakground set, the informal notion of a measurement is formalised through the
formal notion of a measurement funtion whih assigns reals to the subsets of
the bakground set. Beause we deal with abstrat sets (in the model of reation
systems we have no knowledge of the nature of entities of the bakground set), the
value of a measurement funtion for a state must be omposed from the values
of the measurement funtion for its elements (here, for simpliity of explanation,
we identify a singleton set {x} with its element x). Therefore we assume that
measurements funtions are additive.
This leads to the following denition:
Denition 6.
(1) Let A = (S,A) be a reation system. A measurement funtion for A is an
additive funtion f : 2S → R.
(2) A reation system with measurements, abbreviated rsm, is a triplet B =
(S,A, F ) suh that (S,A) is a reation system and F is a nite set of mea-
surement funtions.
Reall that a funtion f : 2S → R is additive if, for all disjoint X,Y ∈ 2S ,
f(X ∪ Y ) = f(X) + f(Y ); this learly implies that f(∅) = 0.
The dynamis of a rsm B = (S,A, F ) is determined by its underlying reation
system A = (S,A). Hene, in partiular, the result funtion of B, resB, is equal
to resA, and the interative proesses of B are the interative proesses of A. The
additional omponent F of B provides various global properties (measurements)
for the states of B. Sine resA = resB, these measurements do not inuene the
dynami behaviour of B whih is idential to the dynami behaviour of A.
All the notation and terminology of reation systems arries over to reation
systems with measurements (through their underlying reation systems).
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We will now prove that eah reation system with measurements an be
replaed by an `equivalent' (in a well-dened sense) reation system.
Theorem 1. For every reation system with measurements B = (Z,B, F ) there
exists a reation system A = (S,A) suh that
(i) S = Z∪K, where K = {(f, r) : f ∈ F and r ∈ range(f)}, and Z ∩K = ∅,
(ii) for eah a ∈ A, Ra ∪ Ia ⊆ Z,
(iii) for eah T ∈ 2Z \ {∅, Z},
resA(T ) = resB(T ) ∪ {(f, r) : f ∈ F and f(resB(T )) = r} .
Proof. Let B = (Z,B, F ) be a reation system with measurements.
Let A = (S,A) be a reation system suh that S = Z∪K and A = B∪L, where:
K = {(f, r) : f ∈ F and r ∈ range(f)}
L = {(T, Z \ T, {(f, r)}) : T ∈ 2Z \ {∅, Z}, f ∈ F and f(resB(T )) = r}
- Clearly, without loss of generality, we may assume that Z ∩ K = ∅. Thus
(i) holds.
- It follows diretly from the denition of the reations in A that, for eah
a ∈ A, Ra ∪ Ia ⊆ Z. Thus (ii) holds.
- Note that sine B ⊆ A, for eah T ∈ 2Z , resB(T ) ⊆ resA(T ). Also, sine
A \B = L, for eah T ∈ 2Z \ {∅, Z},
resA(T ) \ resB(T ) = {(f, r) : f ∈ F and f(resB(T )) = r} .
Therefore (iii) holds.
Thus the theorem holds. ⊓⊔
Note that ondition (iii) from the statement of the theorem says that for
eah state T ∈ 2Z \ {∅, Z}, A omputes the same suessor state as B does, but
additionally, A also omputes the values of eah measurement funtion of B for
the suessor state (these omputed values are now a part of the orresponding
suessor state of A).
The restrition in ondition (iii) that T ∈ 2Z \ {∅, Z} (rather than simply
T ∈ 2Z) is of a tehnial nature. It assures that, for eah reation a ∈ L, both
Ra and Ia are nonempty as required by our denition of a reation. It is not that
essential in the sense that by using simple standard tehnial triks one ould
`skip' this assumption (adjusting somewhat the statement of the theorem).
Condition (ii) says that the values of measurement funtions (hene entities
from K) do not inuene the appliability (enabling) of reations in A, whih
indeed orresponds to the situation in reation systems with measurement.
We also note that ondition (iii) is stated for subsets of Z rather than for
subsets of S. This is suient, beause ondition (ii) implies that, for all T ⊆ S,
resA(T ) = resA(T ∩ Z).
In a nutshell, the theorem states that adding measurement funtions to a
reation system is a mere `onveniene'. For every reation system with mea-
surements B one an onstrut a reation system A whih from `inside' (through
its reations) will ompute the values of all measurement funtions of B for eah
state of B derived by B during prodution/onstrution of its proesses.
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6 Generalised Reations
In a reation system with measurements, the measurements of a urrent state
(determined by the measurement funtions) do not inuene the suessor state
in the sense that they neither determine the enabling of reations in the urrent
state nor inuene the produts of enabled reations.
We will onsider now the situation where measurement funtions inuene
(drive) the omputation of the suessor state. As a matter of fat, we will
approah this problem by onsidering rst a generalisation of the notion of a
reation  a speial ase of this generalisation will yield reations driven by
measurement funtions.
Denition 7. Let S be a nite nonempty set.
(1) A generalised reation in S is an ordered pair d = (∆,P ), where ∆ (the
ondition of d) is a unary relation over 2S and P (the produt of d) is a
subset of S.
(2) Let d = (∆,P ) be a generalised reation in S and T ⊆ S. Then d is enabled
by T if ∆(T ).
(3) The result of d, denoted resd, is the funtion resd : 2
S → 2S, for every
T ⊆ S dened by:
resd(T ) =
{
P if d is enabled by T
∅ otherwise .
It is easily seen that a generalised reation is indeed a generalisation of the
notion of reation as onsidered in reation systems. Given a reation b in a nite
set S, the orresponding generalised reation is (∆,Pb), where, for eah T ⊆ S,
∆(T ) if and only if b is enabled by T (i.e., Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅).
For a nite set B of generalised reations in S, we dene the result funtion
resB analogously to the way it was dened for sets of ordinary reations.
Denition 8. A generalised reation system is an ordered pair B = (S,B),
where S is a nite set and B is a nite nonempty set of generalised reations
in S.
Then, as was the ase with ordinary reation systems, for a state T ⊆ S, the
result of B on T is dened by resB(T ) = resB(T ).
The goal of the framework of reation systems is to disover phenomena
(desribed by theorems) that take plae within these models (the WHAT? ques-
tions) and then provide explanations/mehanisms behind them (the WHY? ques-
tions). The explanatory mehanism is given in the form of reations. Aording
to this methodology, we do not aept/onsider arbitrary generalised reations
but rather only those that an be explained by reations (as onsidered in re-
ation systems). This leads to the following denition, where `aeptable' really
means `aeptable in the framework of reation systems'.
Denition 9. A generalised reation d in S is aeptable if there exists a re-
ation system A = (S,A) suh that resd = resA.
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We now give a haraterisation of all aeptable generalised reations.
Theorem 2. Let S be a nite nonempty set. A generalised reation d = (∆,P )
in S is aeptable if and only if P 6= ∅, there exists T ⊆ S suh that ∆(T ) holds,
and neither ∆(∅) nor ∆(S) holds.
Proof. We proeed as follows.
(1) Assume that d is aeptable. Hene, there exists a reation system A =
(S,A) suh that resd = resA.
(i) Sine A 6= ∅, there exists T ⊆ S suh that resA(T ) 6= ∅, and so
(beause resd = resA) we get resd(T ) 6= ∅.
(ii) Sine, for eah a ∈ A, Pa 6= ∅, we get P 6= ∅.
(iii) Sine resA(∅) = resA(S) = ∅, it follows from (ii) that neither ∆(∅)
nor ∆(S) holds.
(2) Assume that: P 6= ∅, there exists T ⊆ S suh that ∆(T ) holds, and neither
∆(∅) nor ∆(S) holds. Let A = (S,A) be the reation system suh that
A = {(T, S \ T, P ) : T ⊆ S and ∆(T ) holds}.
Sine there exists T ⊆ S suh that ∆(T ) holds, we get A 6= ∅. Moreover,
sine P 6= ∅, and neither ∆(∅) nor ∆(S) holds, we get, for eah a ∈ A, Ra 6= ∅,
Ia 6= ∅ and Pa 6= ∅. Thus A is indeed a reation system.
It follows diretly from the denition of A that resd = resA. ⊓⊔
We now an formalise a notion of a reation driven by a measurement funtion
 it will be a speial ase of a generalised reation.
Let A = (S,A) be a reation system and let f : 2S → R be a measurement
funtion for A. Then, for eah Y ⊆ range(f), let ∆f,Y be the unary relation over
2S , for eah T ⊆ S dened by: ∆f,Y (T ) if and only if f(T ) ∈ Y .
Now, for a nonempty P ⊆ S and Y ⊆ range(f), d = (∆f,Y , P ) is a generalised
reation in S. Note that for T ⊆ S, d is enabled by T if the value of f(T ) belongs
to a predesribed set Y of `good' values for f  therefore d is an example of a
generalised reation driven by (the values of) a measurement funtion.
Again, we are interested in aeptable generalised reations (hene gener-
alised reations that are implementable/explainable by reation systems). It
follows diretly from Theorem 2 that d = (∆f,Y , P ) is aeptable if and only
if
P 6= ∅, Y 6= ∅, 0 /∈ Y and f(S) /∈ Y .
Hene, d is aeptable if and only if
P 6= ∅ and ∅ ⊂ Y ⊆ range(f) \ {0, f(S)} ,
whih says in fat that `almost all' generalised reations (∆f,Y , P ) are aeptable.
Example 3.
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(1) Let A = (S,A) be a reation system suh that S = {x, y, z, u, 2}, and
A =


({x, y}, {z, u}, {2}) ({x, z}, {y, u}, {2})
({x, u}, {y, z}, {2}) ({y, z}, {x, u}, {2})
({y, u}, {x, z}, {2}) ({z, u}, {x, y}, {2})


We note that, for eah T ⊆ S, resA(T ) = {2} if and only if |T ∩{x, y, z, u}| =
2.
(2) Let f be a measurement funtion for A suh that
f(x) = f(y) = f(z) = f(u) = 1 and f(2) = 0 .
We note that, for eah T ⊆ S, f(T ) = 2 if and only if |T ∩ {x, y, z, u}| = 2.
Hene f globally omputes (predits) the results of A.
(3) Consider now the generalised reation b = (∆f,{2}, {2}), and the generalised
reation system B with {x, y, z, u, 2} as its bakground set, and b as its only
(generalised) reation.
Hene B with one (generalised) reation does the same job as A does with six
reations. Clearly, if rather than onsidering the four element set {x, y, z, u}
we onsidered a larger set (and modied A aordingly), the dierene would
be even more dramati.
The above example illustrates how the use of measurement funtions (gen-
eralised reations) allows for a more eient/suint speiation of a set of
proesses.
7 A Generi Quantitative Model
We will now demonstrate the exibility of reation systems with measurements in
dealing with quantitative parameters assigned to states. Rather than developing
a `heavy' general formal framework for demonstrating this exibility, we will
onsider a generi quantitative model and then disuss how to deal with it using
reation systems with measurements.
In our onsiderations we do not disuss various ways of dealing with quan-
tities in reation systems, but instead we disuss simulations of other models
by reation systems. The quantitative model that we will onsider is a generi
model in the sense that we do not disuss one spei mehanism but rather a
general sheme of mehanisms. This generi model is a model of DNA expression
whih uses a quantitative desription of expression produts.
In this model, we have a set G of genes, a set V of their produts, and a set Q
of states. Eah state is an ordered pair q = (H,φ) with H ⊆ G and φ : V → R0
(we use R0 to denote the set of nonnegative reals); φ is alled the quantitative
omponent of q, and we assume that φ is not the zero funtion (with φ(v) = 0
for eah v ∈ V ). The intuition behind a urrent state q = (H,φ) is that H is the
set of genes that are urrently expressed, and φ is a quantitative desription of
`the amount' of eah produt v ∈ V urrently present (the `amount' an be the
number of partiles, mass, volume, onentration, et.).
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Sine we deal with disrete time, we have a transition funtion Γ : Q → Q
whih to any given state assigns its suessor state: Γ ((H,φ)) = (K,ψ). This
transition funtion may be seen as onsisting of two omponents Γ = (ΓG, ΓV ),
where:
ΓG((H,φ)) = K and ΓV ((H,φ)) = ψ .
Moreover, ΓV is given by the family of funtions {γv : v ∈ V }, where for eah
v ∈ V , γv : Q → R0. Then, for eah (H,φ) ∈ Q, ΓV ((H,φ)) = ψ where, for
eah v ∈ V , ψ(v) = γv((H,φ)). Thus knowing the urrent state q, γv gives the
amount of v present in the suessor state of q.
As a matter of fat, for eah state q = (H,φ), the quantitative ompo-
nent φ an be seen as the vetor (φ(v1), . . . , φ(vk)), where we assume that
V = {v1, . . . vk} and V is ordered, yielding the sequene v1, . . . , vk. Aord-
ingly, we assume that eah state (H,φ) ∈ Q is of the form (H, (φ(v1), . . . φ(vk))),
and the transition funtion Γ transforms a urrent state (H, (φ(v1), . . . , φ(vk)))
into the suessor state (K, (ψ(v1), . . . , ψ(vk))).
Now we an dene a gene expression system as a 4-tuple E = (G, V,Q, Γ )
with the omponents G, V , Q, and Γ as disussed above.
Finally, a (gene expression) proess in E is a nite sequene of states
π = (H1, Q1), (H2, Q2), . . . , (Ht, Qt)
with t ≥ 2, suh that, for eah i ∈ {2, . . . , t},
Γ ((Hi−1, Qi−1)) = (Hi, Qi) .
8 Approximations of Gene Expression Systems
When a gene expression system E (whih is an abstrat model of gene expression)
is implemented, the basi step of suh an implementation is an approximation
of nonnegative real numbers. Assume that this implementation is done through
binary numbers, where the numbers to be implemented are bounded by 2n1 and
their frational part is determined with preision 2−n2 . For this implementation
n-bits binary numbers are used, where n = n1 + n2.
These numbers have the positional binary representation of the form:
2n1−1 . . . 2120.2−12−2 . . . 2−n2
and we refer to them as (n1, n2)-binary numbers. Thus, e.g., for n1 = 5 and
n2 = 4, the 9-bit (5,4)-binary number 100101001 represents 18 +
9
16 = 18.53125
in the deimal notation.
Let B(n1,n2) be the subset of R0 represented by (n1, n2)-binary numbers.
Now, for eah real r ∈ R0, we onsider numbers b from B(n1,n2) whih yield
the minimal dierene |r−b|. Clearly, either there is one suh number b, or there
are two suh numbers b1, b2; in the latter ase we hoose the smaller of the two.
In this way, for eah r ∈ R0, we obtain a unique number from B(n1,n2) whih
is the (n1, n2)-binary approximation of r, denoted b(r).
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Aordingly, for eah funtion φ : V → R0 represented/dened by the vetor
(φ(v1), . . . , φ(vk)), we obtain the (n1, n2)-binary approximation of φ, b(φ) : V →
B(n1,n2) represented/dened by the vetor (b(φ(v1)), . . . , b(φ(vk))). Finally, for
eah state (H,φ) ∈ Q we dene the (n1, n2)-binary approximation of (H,φ) to
be (H, b(φ)).
In order to simplify the terminology we will use the phrase `approximation'
rather than `(n1, n2)-binary approximation' assuming that the parameters n1, n2
of binary numbers are xed for our onsiderations.
By representing nonnegative reals through their approximations, a gene ex-
pression system E = (G, V,Q, Γ ) an be transformed into a gene expression
system Ê = (G, V, Q̂, Γ̂ ) operating on B(n1,n2) rather than R0. Here eah state
q̂ ∈ Q̂ is of the form q̂ = (H, φ̂) where H ⊆ G, and φ̂ : V → B(n1,n2) is repre-
sented by the vetor (φ̂(v1), . . . , φ̂(vk)).
Here is one possible straightforward way of dening the transition funtion
Γ̂  it is given by the following ommuting diagram
(H, φ̂) (K, b(ψ))-
(K,ψ)
@
@@R  
  
Γ̂
Γ b
The transition funtion Γ applied to a state (H, φ̂) from Q̂ yields the intermediate
suessor state (K,ψ) whih does not have to be in Q̂. However, taking the
approximation b(ψ) yields the state (K, b(ψ)) whih is then the suessor state
of (H, φ̂) in Ê . Hene for this way of approximating E , the transition funtion
Γ̂ = (Γ̂G, Γ̂V ) is dened by:
Γ̂G((H, φ̂)) = ΓG((H, φ̂)) and Γ̂V ((H, φ̂)) = b(ΓV ((H, φ̂))) .
Now, eah proess
π = (H1, φ1), (H2, φ2), . . . , (Ht, φt)
in E is approximated in Ê by the proess
π̂ = (H1, δ̂1), (H
′
2, δ̂2), . . . , (H
′
t, δ̂t)
suh that δ̂1 = b(φ1), i.e., we begin in Ê with the approximation (H1, δ̂1) of
(H1, φ1) and then proeed in Ê through its transition funtion Γ̂ .
Clearly there may be many ways of evaluating the quality of suh an approx-
imation π̂ of π. For example, π̂ ould be lassied as a good approximation if
H2 = H
′
2, . . . , Ht = H
′
t. Consequently, the quality of the approximation Ê ould
be determined by the overall quality of approximations by π̂ of π in the lass of
all proesses π of E .
If the quality of approximation turns out to be `not good enough' one may
either `adjust' or `totally redene' the transition funtion Γ̂ . Suh modiations
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will in general depend on the knowledge of the nature of the atual funtions φ
involved in the states of  and on the nature of the transition funtion Γ .
Judging spei approximation strategies is not our onern in this paper.
Our goal is to demonstrate that, given an approximation Ê, it an be simulated
by a reation system (with measurements).
Anyhow, whatever is the exat proedure for obtaining right approximations,
we end up with a system Ê = (G, V, Q̂, Γ̂ ) whih beomes an approximation of E .
In this way we move from a system (E) with an innite state spae to a system
with a nite state spae (Ê).
9 Simulating Approximations by Reation Systems
One an approximation Ê of a gene expression system E has been established, we
will simulate (proesses in) Ê by (proesses in) a reation system A(Ê). Before
dening A(Ê), we introdue additional notations.
First, we establish a set representation for all numbers in B(n1,n2) as follows.
For eah x ∈ B(n1,n2), set(x) is the set of all numbers
ℓ ∈ {n1 − 1, . . . , 0,−1, . . . ,−n2}
suh that the (n1, n2)-binary number representing x ontains 1 in the position
2ℓ. For example, for the x represented by the (5, 4)-binary number 100101001
(that we onsidered before), set(x) = {4, 1,−1,−4}, while for the y represented
by the (5, 4)-binary number 101000110, set(y) = {4, 2,−2,−3}.
Then, for eah produt v ∈ V and eah state q̂ = (H, φ̂) ∈ Q̂,
bits(q̂, v) = {〈v, ℓ〉 : ℓ ∈ set(φ̂(v))} .
Intuitively, bits(q̂, v) gives all the bits used in the set representation of φ̂(v),
whih is the amount of v in the state q̂. Then, for eah state q̂ = (H, φ̂) ∈ Q̂,
bits(q̂) =
⋃
{bits(q̂, v) : v ∈ V } .
Intuitively, bits(q̂) gives all the bits used in the set representations of the amounts
of v in the state q̂, for all v ∈ V .
Finally, for eah state q̂ = (H, φ̂) of Ê , we dene the simulation state of q̂,
denoted sim(q̂), by sim(q̂) = H ∪ bits(q̂).
We also make a tehnial (and easy to implement) assumption about the
states of Ê :
For eah q̂ = (H, φ̂) ∈ Q̂, {φ̂(v) : v ∈ V } ⊂ B(n1,n2) . (†)
We are ready now to dene the reation system A(Ê) simulating Ê .
Let A(Ê) = (S,A) be a reation system, where:
S = G ∪ {〈v, ℓ〉 : v ∈ V and ℓ ∈ {n1 − 1, . . . , 1, 0,−1, . . . ,−n2}} ,
and A onsists of all reations a = (R, I, P ) ∈ rac(S) suh that there exists a
state q̂ = (H, φ̂) ∈ Q̂ satisfying:
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(i) R = sim(q̂),
(ii) I = S \R, and
(iii) P = sim(Γ̂ (q̂)).
Note that sine we assumed that for eah state of E its quantitative omponent is
not the zero funtion, both R 6= ∅ and P 6= ∅. Also, beause of the assumption
(†) above, we have I 6= ∅.
It follows diretly from the denition of A(Ê) that resA(Ê)(T1) = T2 for
nonempty T1, T2 ⊆ S if and only if there exist states q̂1, q̂2 of Ê suh that
Γ̂ (q̂1) = q̂2, T1 = sim(q̂1) and T2 = sim(q̂2) .
This implies that state sequenes of A(Ê) (onsisting of nonempty states) indeed
simulate gene expression proesses of Ê , meaning that
(1) If π̂ = q̂1, q̂2, . . . , q̂n is a proess in Ê and τ = T1, T2, . . . , Tn is the state
sequene of a ontext-independent interative proess in A(Ê) suh that
T1 = sim(q̂1), then, for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, Ti = sim(q̂i), and
(2) If τ = T1, T2, . . . , Tn is the state sequene of a ontext-independent intera-
tive proess in A(Ê), then, for eah i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there exists a state q̂i in
Ê suh that Ti = sim(q̂i), and q̂1, q̂2, . . . , q̂n is a proess in Ê .
Now, for eah v ∈ V , we dene a measurement funtion fv : 2
S → R0 for
A(Ê) by dening it on the bakground set S as follows:
fv(x) =


0 if x ∈ G
0 if x = 〈u, j〉 and u 6= v
2j if x = 〈v, j〉 .
Thus eah fv gives the amount of v present in states of Ê , meaning that if
q̂ = (H, φ̂) ∈ Q̂, then fv(sim(q̂)) = φ̂(v).
Let then B(Ê) = (S,A, F ) be the reation system with measurements suh
that F = {fv : v ∈ V }.
Hene A(Ê) is a reation system simulating proesses in Ê in suh a way that
when it produes the state sim(q̂), whih simulates/represents a state q̂ = (H, φ̂)
in A(Ê), then it provides the (set) representation of φ̂ as a part of sim(q̂)  this
representation is omputed `from inside' of A(Ê) by its reations. Then the re-
ation system with measurements B(Ê) is equipped with measurement funtions
fv for eah v ∈ V . For eah state sim(q̂), eah funtion fv gives expliitly the
amount of v present in q̂ (hene the value φ̂(v), where q̂ = (H, φ̂)).
10 Disussion
We begin with a summary of the material presented in this paper.
We have onsidered (reation systems whih are) a formal framework for
investigating proesses inspired by the funtioning of the living ell. The basi
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onstrut of this framework, reation systems, are a qualitative model  there
is no ounting here. However, this framework ontains various extensions of
the basi model whih equip reation systems with additional omponents often
motivated by spei researh themes. Hene, e.g., it is lear that there are many
situations in biology where one needs to assign quantitative parameters to states,
and to aount for this one onsiders reation systems with measurements.
In Setions 2 and 3 we realled the basi onepts of reation systems, and
illustrated them in Setion 4, where we gave two examples, one from biology and
one from theory of omputation.
Then in Setion 5 we onsidered reation systems with measurements, where
we proved that adding measurement funtions is just a onveniene (a useful
speiation maro), as for eah reation system with measurements there exists
an equivalent (in a well dened sense) ordinary reation system. Sine measure-
ment funtions do not inuene transitions of interative proesses (they merely
state the global numerial properties of states), it is natural to onsider reations
dependent on the values of measurements. We do this in Setion 6 by introduing
generalised reations whih allow to dene the notion of a `measurement driven
reation'. It turns our that `almost always' suh a reation an be simulated by
a set of ordinary reations; however, again, using generalised reations provides
a onvenient, often suint, speiation tool.
In Setions 7, 8 and 9 we argued that if a quantitative model is implemented
(in a nite preision arithmetis), then suh an implementation an be naturally
simulated by reation systems (with measurements).
Based on the material presented in Setions 59 we an then laim that
reation systems are quite exible in dealing with numerial parameters assigned
to states.
The framework of reation systems is quite rih and varied. We now move to
disussing a number of researh topis from this framework they are motivated
either by biologial onsiderations or by the need to understand the underlying
omputations.
One of the key features of reation systems is no permaneny : an entity
is not retained in a transition of an interative proess unless it is either sus-
tained/produed by some reation or introdued through ontext. This no per-
maneny is quite immediate  an entity that is not sustained disappears within
one transition step. However, a deay of entities in a biohemial environment
requires some time (deay time) to be realised. In order to aount for deay
time one onsiders in [6℄ reation systems with durations.
Reation systems with measurements were introdued in [11℄ where they were
used for assigning time moments to states. In fat [11℄ deals with fundamental
questions suh as `What is time in (models of) biohemial systems?'. `How an
one apture/formalise time in the framework of reation systems?', and `Whih
measurement funtions an be used to measure time?'
Formation of modules is an important researh area in biology and biohem-
istry, see, e.g., [12℄. The formal notion of a module and its formation (by dynami
events) is disussed in [13℄, where it is demonstrated that interative proesses
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lead to the formation of modules, and that the family of all modules in a given
`stable' state of a reation system forms a lattie. Hene the development of the
living ell leads to formation of strutures. It is also shown in [13℄ that reation
systems an be viewed as self-organising systems.
To understand how entities of a reation system inuene eah other is im-
portant from both biologial and omputational points of view. Suh ausalities
may be of a stati nature (deduible `diretly' from the set of reations) or of a
dynami nature (deduible from the set of interative proesses)  both kinds
of ausalities are investigated in [14℄.
An important line of researh onerns the understanding of the result fun-
tions (resA) of reation systems. This orresponds to the investigation of ontext-
independent interative proesses, hene to the investigation of reation sys-
tems as losed systems (without the inuene of the environment). Here one
onsiders reation systems as speiations of nite funtions on power sets
(resA : 2
S → 2S), and the researh fouses on the understanding (haraterisa-
tion) of suh funtions; see, e.g., [15℄ and [16℄.
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